
Spelling Words and Sentences
List D-12: More Plurals

1.  children   Lots of children are playing at the park today.     

2.  loaves   The bakery has fresh loaves of bread for sale.    

3.  compasses   The boy scouts received new compasses for their camping trip.              

4.  stitches   Xena learned how to make tiny stitches in the fabric.  

5.  halves   Mr. Vanderbuilt cut the watermelon into two halves.             

6.  potatoes   We are going to have baked potatoes with our dinner tonight.  

7.  glasses   Brady's mom bought a new set of drinking glasses from the store.  

8.  scarves   It looks like the clothing boutique is having a sale on scarves this week.  

9.  wolves   Daniel likes to see the wolves at the local wildlife sanctuary.  

10.  sketches   Heather keeps all of her sketches in a special art journal.           

11. volcanoes   Greg's family saw the active volcanoes on Hawaii's big island during their vacation.    

12.  patches   Sophie's grandma sewed patches onto Sophie's favorite teddy bear.   

13.  women   You can buy your tickets from the women at the ticket counter.       

14.  sandboxes   Surendir's dad was flipping through the summer catalog, looking at sandboxes.  

15.  zeroes   How many zeroes are in the number, ten thousand?   

16.  foxes   A pair of foxes is living along the riverbank by Esther's house.     

17.  leaves   Josef must rake the leaves in the yard before he can play football with his friends.    

18.  weaknesses   The main character in a book should have strengths as well as weaknesses.  

19.  brushes   Janine received a new set of paint brushes for her birthday.  

20.  heroes   Which character traits make the best storybook heroes?  

Review Words

21.  equally  “Make sure you split the last piece of pie equally,” Noah and Dave's mom told them.   

22.  succeed   This summer, Hillary plans to succeed in completing a half marathon.      

23.  traffic   Darlene was late for the meeting because there was a lot of traffic.             

Challenge Words

24.  parentheses  In this exercise, you'll need to decide where to put the parentheses in each sentence.   

25.  mosquitoes  Mosquitoes buzzed around our campfire.   
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